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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In short, this guide is a living document that draws on 
the Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (JEDI) 
team’s workshop attendance, review of our School of 
Geography and Sustainable Development’s (SGSD) 
module handbooks, a year of dialogue amongst the 
JEDIs, wider SGSD EDI committee, and others (Jasmin 
Hinds of CREDI, iCRAG’s EDIG, Diversity in Geosciences 
(DiG-)UK), and our own external research to offer some 
suggestions for teaching staff in designing modules, 
crafting lectures, running field courses, and engaging 
with difficult conversations about race, power, and 
privilege that tend to (and should) emerge in any 
academic environment. We include a list of references 
and resources for further reading. We are very happy 
to receive feedback whether you have suggestions 
for modifying the guide or questions about any of the 
material contained therein. This will be an ongoing 
process, and this living Guide is just one step in that 
process. 

The fuller story: We in the University of St Andrews 
School of Geography and Sustainable Development 
are conscious that our disciplines and the institution 
within which we work are caught up in histories 
and ongoing power relations that shape the way 
we see the world. Particular views, experiences, 
methodologies, and conceptualisations are privileged 
over others. Within our research and teaching, we 
draw on theoretical approaches that seek to challenge 
these processes of privilege and exclusion, but student 
protests around “why is my curriculum so white?” and, 
more recently, Black Lives Matter, have prompted 
us to make a formal commitment to challenging 
privilege. We draw on approaches that challenge 

these processes of privilege and exclusion. This means 
thinking broadly about where knowledge and ideas 
come from and more specifically about gender, class, 
and race/ethnicity. 

To that end, in 2020, we set up an “Unravelling 
Privilege” (UP) group to examine how dynamics of 
privilege and inequality shape our school, in terms of 
staffing, student populations, research and teaching, 
and to work towards doing things differently. Some of 
the UP staff members (Crawford, Hale, Hope, Simpson, 
Sharp) applied for funding through the Centre for 
Educational Enhancement and Development’s (CEED) 
Entrepreneurial Education Funding Competition to 
progress this work of decolonising the curriculum. 
With funding secured, our team grew to include two 
postgraduates (Ewen and Pizarro Choy), and three 
undergraduate students (Keeping, Park, Tang). 

This information in this Guide was compiled by the 
student members of the project team. Crawford 
contributed to the Field Work section and all staff 
members provided guidance and reviewed the 
document. Our goal in the creation of this Guide was 
to create a liveable, actionable resource that will help 
build a more inclusive learning environment for all. 
This aim of the Guide is to provide a grounding in how 
to approach JEDI topics in the classroom. This includes 
thought to course structure (e.g., module design, 
field courses, lecture development) and the difficult 
conversations that can arise in the classroom. For ease, 
resources for further reading are at the end of each 
section. 
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THIS JEDI  TEAM’S REMIT WAS TO: 

1 

Plan and hold two
 workshops for SGSD 
staff and postgrads 

2 

Review the SGSD 
module handbooks 

[See Appendix A] 

3 

Conduct independent 
research 

4 

Draw on all of the 
above to create this 

living Best 
Practices Guide 

Introduction 
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MODULE DESIGN 

This section is a guide to key practices for removing 
barriers to student participation. Suggestions are 
made to include ED&I concerns in the planning, 
running, and assessing stages of a module.

     There is no advancement 
of equality where the 

difference is not recognised 
and valued.

  (AIE 2011)

EXAMPLE COVID 
STATEMENTS

Be mindful that students can also be dealing with caring responsibilities, chronic 
illness/disability, or trauma from the pandemic (and in general). Consider including 
some sort of statement acknowledging this in your handbook.

1 

“Acknowledging the ongoing COVID-19 situation: These are 
difficult times. Every person in this class has been personally 
and professionally impacted by this pandemic. In light of this, 
we must be kind to each other and be patient. If you would like 
to talk about your experience of the pandemic and how it is 
impacting your life and/or your academic work, please contact 

. Please also 
note that staff contributing to this module may be doing so 
whilst dealing with additional caring responsibilities arising as a 
result of the pandemic.” 

2 

“Please bear in mind that the situation remains subject to change 
and adaptation. Please do not hesitate to reach out to the 
module coordinator if you require any accommodations related 
to COVID-19. If you would like to talk about how the pandemic is 
impacting your life and/or your academic work, please contact 
the Advice and Support Centre;  ‘the Asc’ theasc@st-andrews. 
ac.uk.” 

https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/students/advice/asc

The Student Wellbeing Officer gsdwellbeing@st-andrews.ac.uk is a point of school-
level contact for seeking wellbeing support. Also, information on the GSD Wellbeing 
Poster can be helpful when students need advice about where support can be 
found in different situations.

/

”    
“    

Module Design 

https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/students/advice/asc
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OFFICE HOURS
Be mindful of students who work and/or are engaged with other personal or 
professional responsibilities. For example, consider having office hours on two 
different, consecutive days and at different times, so that they are not Monday and 
Wednesday at noon (not easy for someone working a Mon/Wed/Fri lunch shift) or 
always at 4pm (not easy for a parent). Also, consider including in your handbook that 
students can contact you to schedule alternative office hours if they cannot make 
the scheduled ones.

EXAMPLE DISABILITY 
STATEMENTS

Be mindful of students who deal with chronic illness or disability, and the impacts 
this may have on their coursework and participation in lectures and fieldwork. 
Consider including some sort of statement acknowledging this in your handbook.

“If you have any questions or comments with respect to difficulties you may face 
(with assessments and/or whilst away in the field), in the first instance, please feel 
free to discuss with the module staff. Alternatively, you can contact the DDoT & 
Student Wellbeing Officer at gsddot@st-andrews.ac.uk or Student Support Services 
at asc@st-andrews.ac.uk.”  

EXAMPLE 
INCLUSITIVTY 
STATEMENTS

“It is of the upmost importance that all participants contribute to maintaining a safe, 
respectful, and welcoming learning environment. This does not mean that we will 
always agree; indeed, vigorous disagreement on key points in the assigned texts is 
encouraged. However, such disagreements must remain respectful towards those 
with differing views. Discussion should remain focused on the assigned readings. 
Personal attacks, hostility, or bullying will not be tolerated under any circumstances. 
Make efforts to lift each other up rather than taking one another down. If any 
problems or conflicts should arise, please reach out to discuss this with the module 
instructor immediately.” [Mike Simpson SD4115]

“Some considerations for organisation and remote studying: Do you have other 
obligations (e.g., caring obligations) and/or need to coordinate with someone you 
live with to make time for your coursework? A timetable and an agreement with the 
other person might help with this as well.” [Tobias Bolch GG3210]

“We in the School of Geography and Sustainable Development are conscious that 
our disciplines and the institution within which we work are caught up in histories 
and on-going power relations that shape the way we see the world. Student protests 
around “Why is my curriculum so White?” and, more recently, Black Lives Matter, 
have prompted us to make a formal commitment to challenging privilege within 
the School and University working environment. This module explicitly engages 
different ways of seeing and knowing the world, includes scholarship from diverse 
geographical locations, and is careful to be gendered balanced. I encourage you 
consider these principles in your own scholarship, as well as to be attentive to this in 

Module Design 
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EXAMPLE 
INCLUSITIVTY 
STATEMENTS cont.

other modules.”  [Jo Hale SD4226] 

“Identity and location are complex matters, but for each class and set of readings I 
shall attempt (for the first class in the handbook and thereafter in class) to identify 
and locate the authors you will read and do this as part of our ‘unravelling privilege’ 
agenda. Where do the individuals and groups behind the things you are reading 
come from? What perspectives do they bring? What conversations and networks 
are they trying to foster? There are class, nationality, ethnic, and gender as well as 
locational-geographical dimensions to all of this.”  [Dan Clayton GG3227] 

“The topic considered by this module is a truly vast and rapidly growing one. As geographers 

we are well placed to synthesise the many interrelated fields of knowledge that have arisen 

over the last forty years, to identify and trace the global interconnections between people, 

places and resources that underlay pandemics, and we can also add some new spatially 

sensitive interpretations of our own. Nevertheless, there is probably no “right way” to try and 

embark on this project, and the limitations of the modular degree has meant that choices 

have been necessary in the planning of the course. Choices are never “innocent” and always 

have consequences and students should keep an open mind about the silences and biases 

inherent in my attempt to structure this module. The module has a regional focus on Africa/ 

southern Africa because this region has been at the epicentre of the global pandemic. 

However, this regional bias inevitably ignores rapid growth elsewhere such as India and 

the former Soviet Union. The module will concentrate on heterosexual transmission and 

thus underplays the long and brave struggles of Gay men in the US/UK as well as risking 

perpetuating the silence around homosexuality in Africa. It will focus more on prevention and 

HIV than on treatment and AIDS. Furthermore, my own research interests mean that I may 

tend to favour emphasis on questions of gender over those related to poverty (although they 

are often also connected). I have also tended to focus on more sociological issues rather than 

those related to aerial distribution. This then is not a definitive guide to HIV/AIDS in Africa, 

much less the Geography of HIV and AIDS. Nevertheless, I propose that working together on 

the program mapped out below, we can each develop a more informed understanding of a 

phenomenon that is a defining feature of our times.”  [Mike Kesby GG3224] 

EXAMPLE NOTE ON 
CRITICAL READING

“Be aware of human frailty. Some sources make claims or reach conclusions based 
on preconception, slender evidence, inappropriate analysis or lack of intellectual or 
scientific rigour. The fact that a piece of work is published in a journal or textbook 
is no guarantee of its intellectual integrity. Be prepared to question everything you 
read!” [Richard Streeter GG4221]

WORKLOAD and
READING LISTS

Be mindful of the amount of work and reading required from the students and make 
sure it corresponds to the number of module credits in order to prevent burnout 
and overwhelm. State clearly in TALIS and/or in the module handbook and/or 
reading list when readings are (in the parlance of TALIS) “essential,” “recommended,” 
or “optional.”

Module Design 
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CLASSROOM 
PARTICIPATION and 
INEQUALITY

Interventions designed for meaningful contacts should consider and may refer to 
(Dovidio et al., 2017; Paluck and Green 2009; Paluck et al., 2021).

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS

1 The trade of HE across the globe is fundamentally an unbalanced flow of 
students from lower- income countries to higher-income countries. Such 
a pattern of flow implies an unequal relationship may also be reflected in 
cultural and social terms when students arrive at the destination (Adnett, 
2010).

Language and communication are the predominant and persistent causes 
of inequality between culture sojourners and culture host, and such 
inequality gives rise to explicit or implicit prejudice on the former group 
despite legislation (Olivas & Li, 2006; Schweisfurth & Gu, 2009; Forbes- 
Mewett & Sawyer, 2016).

There is an “expectation gap” laying between the wish to equally communicate 

with or make connections to native classmates, however language/cultural barriers 

could negatively impact one’s ability and willingness to participate in classroom 

discussions (Forbes-Mewett & Sawyer, 2016).

The “culture shock” peaks after arriving in the host country and could be eventually 

adapted through “culture learning” “stress and coping” and “social identification” 

(Zhou et al., 2008) – implying the importance of constructing socially supportive 

activates in first year modules.

Student support needs are identified in a hierarchy of “social needs” “academic 

needs” and “practical needs” (Bartram, 2008) (see Appendix B: Categories of student 

support needs).

Without intervention, social inequality can create clusters in class (e.g. White 

students v. racial/ethnic minorities) despite classroom mixed settings and 

discussion cues intended to break the boundaries between different groups 

(Paluck and Green, 2009).

The “social categorisation” (Dovidio et al., 2019) between international and native 

students is “reflected and constituted by unequal relations of representation that 

are shaped by ideas, concepts, and norms which old-timers inherit and develop in 

their understanding of ‘others’” (Lobnibe, 2009), which may potentially reinforce the 

colonised mindset in academic works.

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Module Design 
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CLASSROOM 
PARTICIPATION and 
INEQUALITY cont.

Challenges for International Students in Higher 
Education: One Students Narrated Story of 
Invisibility and Struggle  Hsieh Min-Hua, 2007

A narrative study was conducted to investigate why a Chinese female international 
student keeps silent in her American classes. This study found that because of her 
silence, the participant internalized a deficient self-perception as a useless person 
in her group discussions and perceived that a deficient identity was attributed 
to her. Because the participant’s American classmates’ ideology of cultural 
homogeneity made her disempowered in her classes, the participant became the 
victim of the disempowering American higher educational setting. Therefore, this 
paper suggests that educators of American higher education should not attribute 
Chinese international students’ silence to only their ethnic culture influences or 
personalities and should not overlook the possible disempowering nature of 
higher educational settings.

Without intervention, social inequality can create clusters in class (e.g. White students v. 

racial/ethnic minorities) despite classroom mixed settings and discussion cues intended to 

break the boundaries between different groups (Paluck and Green, 2009).

The “social categorisation” (Dovidio et al., 2019) between international and native students is 

“reflected and constituted by unequal relations of representation that are shaped by ideas, 

concepts, and norms which old-timers inherit and develop in their understanding of ‘others’” 

(Lobnibe, 2009), which may potentially reinforce the colonised mindset in academic works.

The Intercultruality in UK Higher Education
Michele Schweisfurth & Qing Gu, 2009

The concerns that these inequalities generate led a number of the casestudy 
students – even those who went on to prove themselves to be extremely able 
and adaptable – to have inferiority complexes, especially in the early part of their 
studies.

“I’ve decided not to focus on the differences between the groups because 
that was what I think fed into my inferiority complex ... But I’ve met more 
people now and I’ve come to the realisation that they are generally the 
same.” Rina, Malaysia

“Before they [tutors and classmates] treated me like a foreign student ... 
Although I’m the only one international student in my class, it doesn’t 
matter. In seminars I don’t mind speaking out and in presentations I can 
do anything that they want me to do. ... I think I see them more friendly 
than before. I’m a member of my class; but before I wasn’t.” Jiayi, China

Module Design 
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CLASSROOM 
PARTICIPATION and 
INEQUALITY cont.

“... in the first few months, for example, I was reading books and just 
understanding 10% of what I was reading. And in the lectures I would 
catch only 20% of what the lecturers were saying. So I was thinking: how 
am I going to pass this exam and write these papers? Now I understand 
almost 90% of what I am reading.” Guzal, Kyrgystan

“I think I knew my ability from long before but I didn’t know it in the 
context of university life. Because it is so different from A levels I wasn’t 
really prepared for the kind of work that I had to do. I was used to 
cramming for exams but now it was not like that and it was difficult 
adjusting to that. But I think I am ok with myself and I know where I am 
right now.” Terry, Trinidad

MODULE DESIGN FOR POSITIVE INTERGROUP 
CONTACT

Planning curriculum

• Using interaction among students from diverse backgrounds as a course 
objective and making this explicit in the subject outline;

• Designing teaching and learning activities that require students to engage 
with others from diverse backgrounds to gain information necessary for 
completing the tasks;

• Incorporating assessment tasks that require peer feedback. 

Creating interactions

• Start as you mean to continue, with conditions for effective interaction 
created from the outset;

• Purposefully generate situations, within learning and teaching activities, 
that require students to interact;

• Actively encourage students to move out of their regular social groups; 
and

• Support students to develop the confidence in interacting with other 
peers from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds.

Supporting interactions

• Setting clear expectations about peer interaction;
• Respecting and acknowledging diverse perspectives;
• Assisting students to develop rules regarding interaction within their 

group;
• Informing students how engaging with diverse learning strategies will 

assist their learning;
• Providing groupwork resources for students. 

Module Design 
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CLASSROOM 
PARTICIPATION and 
INEQUALITY cont.

Engaging with subject knowledge 
(“narrative persuasion” re. Paluck and Green, 2009) 

• Organising activities that encourage students to draw on the diversity 
within the group to complete the task; 

• Using group tasks to discuss different views around a particular topic; 

• Incorporating peer feedback to support learning. 

Developing reflective process 

• Organising activities that encourage students to draw on the diversity 
within the group to complete the task; 

• Using group tasks to discuss different views around a particular topic; 
• Incorporating peer feedback to support learning. 

Fostering communities of learners 

• Structuring activities to specifically build learning communities; 
• Incorporating online discussion boards to create an online community of 

learners; 
• Including mentoring programmes within subject specific context. 

Useful self-assessing questions (Schweisfurth & Gu, 2009) 

• Equality: is the contact taking place in a situation where the different 
groups of students have equal status and feel equal to each other? 

• Common goals: do the groups of students have a meaningful shared 
purpose that they are working towards? 

• Intergroup cooperation: to what extent does the in-class/general context 
encourage cooperation between different groups of students? 

• Authority support: do the perceived authorities – administrators and the 
teaching staff in the school – explicitly encourage positive intercultural 
contact? 
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It is important to make sure all our students feel welcome, comfortable, and motivated to learn. Small gestures can make a 
huge impact to our student body. Within the lectures delivered by this School, there are many options to respect diversity and 
stimulate inclusive thinking. Creating such an inclusive environment not only rests upon the content of the lectures but all 
aspects of teaching.

Inclusivity statements within the handbooks can set the tone for an 
inclusive classroom throughout the semester and/or academic year. 

There are various interpretations and thus practices towards inclusivity in 
teaching (Stentiford & Koutsouris, 2021). Generally, it is important to recognise the 
importance of equity, whereby students may have different needs based on various 
circumstances and it is vital to recognise and accommodate those needs. It is 
similarly imperative to practice equal treatment of all students in order to counteract 
potential marginalisation within the classroom of such students. These approaches 
are not necessarily contradictory; it is possible and important to recognise the 
diversity within the student body respectfully without putting any single person in 
the spotlight, leaving them feeling exposed.

GENERAL

Language plays an important role in this approach. It is possible to use inclusive lan-
guage so that everyone’s needs are catered for, without targeting and exposing any 
particular student, i.e., promoting equality through language within the classroom. 
A large part of inclusive language relies simply on the avoidance of any discrimina-
tory language, including jokes, colloquialisms or sayings that can be offensive or are 
based around protected characteristics. However, there are further nuances.

Using simpler language within lectures and any additional materials can help create 
a more inclusive learning environment. This can accommodate any non-native 
English speakers as well as students with disabilities. Any regional references should 
therefore also be avoided wherever possible, or else explained so the whole student 
body may be included in this aspect of the lecture. If it is not possible to use simple 
language, or else the lecture relies heavily on subject-specific terminology, a glos-
sary of terms that students can research independently as is suitable to their needs 
could prove a valuable addition to the lecture material.

In addition to using simple language wherever possible, it is also important to use 
inclusive language. For example, avoid using heteronormative terms, e.g., rather than 

LANGUAGE

BRINGING DIVERSITY 
INTO LECTURE 

MATERIAL 

Bringing Diversity Into Lecture Material 
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Our curriculum covers a wide range of subjects, some of which may centre on 
protected characteristics, or else on characteristics that may upset those present, 
cause discomfort or even lead to marginalisation. Therefore, it is important to use 
people-first language. An example of people-first language is using “people with 
disabilities” rather than “disabled people”[2]. This is a small change with a huge 
impact because it puts the person before the characteristic, they are not defined by 
the characteristic. Another example is “someone with obesity” rather than “an obese 
person” (Palad & Stanford, 2018). Use descriptive terminology rather than labels, for 
example[3][4].

PEOPLE-FIRST  
LANGUAGE

In creating an inclusive learning environment, it is also important to consider the 
presentation of lectures and lecture materials. Any media used throughout lectures 
can pose problems for students with disabilities and must be accessible. Some 
recommendations follow:

PRESENTATION and 
FORMATTING

For many students, it is valuable that lectures are made available in digital 
formats; Word documents are particularly favourable since this format is 
most suitable for e-readers, though PDFs are also widely supported. This 
information is likely to shift over time, as more software becomes attentive 
to accessibility issues.

Within handouts in lectures and tutorials, double line spacings and 
appropriate margins should be used.

Additionally, in all lecture materials Sans Serif Fonts (for example Arial or 
Calibri) should be used to increase accessibility.

For any material shared with students, alternative text added to pictures 
and graphics are an important aid to students with visual impairment.

During lectures, flashing images and loud sounds (e.g., certain videos) 
should be avoided where possible to be mindful of sensory overload

1 

2 

3 

4 

Monthly, two-part 
Digital Accessibility 
Courses are offered 
through CEED as 
additional resource 
to any interested 
audience.

using greetings such as “Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen”, use “Good after-
noon, everyone”. Another example would be to use “partner” rather than “husband” 
or “wife”. Ensure precision with terminology when discussing sex and gender in class 
[1]. Similarly, some lectures may discuss disability and here, too, it is important to use 
appropriate terminology, and ensure that disability does not become stigmatised. 

LANGUAGE cont. 

Bringing Diversity Into Lecture Material 
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The content of the lectures taught within SGSD and other schools is incredibly 
diverse and includes many topics that are globally important and need to convey 
inclusivity. Again, small additions and changes can have a significant impact.

In general, critical analysis and acknowledgement of issues is key. What are the 
biases within the material? For instance, discussions around climate change can be 
problematic – are examples of climate change leaders varied, or are they mostly 
from high-income countries? Are the experiences, adaptations, etc. mentioned 
within the lectures diverse; do they reflect the global problem? Is fair transition 
mentioned? Another important aspect of Geography and geographical knowledge 
is colonialism; is this acknowledged, critically reviewed? Particularly where 
geographical history is concerned, this is vital.

CONTENT

RECOGNISING THE IMPORTANCE OF ROLE MODELS 
Role models are of immense importance to learners. As lecture content is often 
prepared and presented by a single individual with whom not all attendees 
can identify, it is important to showcase multiple perspectives, narratives, and 
experiences. One example for this is during the discussion of historical geography 
or case studies. In discussing discoveries, expeditions, research etc., consider using 
guest speakers or multimedia content to include a diversity of voices. This will 
create an overall more inclusive and motivational environment. 

For any videos or online lectures, virtual field trips, etc., it is important to 
enable captioning where possible. 

Use Microsoft Office to explore Accessibility options in Powerpoint, Adobe 
and Word 

Another important aspect for accessibility are the colours used throughout 
the presentation and materials[5]. There are many online guides available 
for this. Furthermore, students may be encouraged to consider accessibility 
in coursework, particularly exercises such as the creation of infographics, 
posters, videos or any other outputs. 

5 

6 

7 
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EXAMPLE

In the case of the IPCC, and indeed many other important publications on a range of 

policy issues from climate to health, the research is predominantly written by male 

authors from higher-income countries (Chakraborty et al., 2021). Therefore, valuable 

Indigenous knowledges and lived experiences from those from lower and middle-

income countries are often excluded. This is an artefact of science and the publication 

industry and is reflected in the IPCC, which is responsible for the collation of high- 

level, robust scientific information. Discussing such knowledge biases, as displayed 

in the IPCC, can help build critical awareness in students, generating an overall more 

inclusive learning environment. This increased awareness portrayed through lectures 

will translate into other aspects of student life.

REFERENCES 
Chakraborty, R., Yangjee Sherpa, P., Pidcock, R., & Chakraborty Ritodhichakraborty, 
R. (2021). From climate adaptation to climate justice: Critical reflections on the IPCC 
and Himalayan climate knowledges. Climatic Change 2021 167:3, 167(3), 1–14.  

Ferretti, F., 2020. History and philosophy of geography I: Decolonising the 
discipline, diversifying archives and historicising radicalism. Prog. Hum. Geogr. 44, 
1161–1171.  

Stentiford, L., Koutsouris, G., 2020. What are inclusive pedagogies in higher 
education? A systematic scoping review. https://doi.org/10.1080/03075079.2020.1
716322

1. https://www.vic.gov.au/inclusive-language-guide

2. https://www.disabilityisnatural.com/pfl-articles.html 

3. https://nasaa-arts.org/nasaa_research/inclusive-language-guide/#guiding

4. https://www.apa.org/about/apa/equity-diversity-inclusion/language-guide-
lines

5. http://web-accessibility.carnegiemuseums.org/design/color/ 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
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FIELD COURSES 

Field courses are an important and often highly-anticipated aspect of the undergraduate curriculum. The points compiled in 
this section will help to ensure that field courses are accessible and safe for all participants. Early and frequent communication, 
individual planning measures, consideration of group diversity and protected characteristics, and the sharing of detailed trip 
plans are key actions that are valuable for the comfortable and full participation of the trip participants.  

PLANNING FOR ALL 
CONSIDERATIONS

Develop clear learning objectives for your lesson or activity. Ultimately, we aim to 
allow students to focus on these learning objectives. By developing clear objectives, 
you can plan around barriers that may impede individual students so that they are 
also able to meet the earning objectives without concern or distraction due to 
uncertainty or concern. (Hendricks et al., 2017)

Early and continuous communication is essential. This will allow you to provide 
the opportunity for students to self-advocate by disclosing their individual, diverse 
needs well in advance of a field trip (Atchison et al., 2015, Hendricks et al., 2017; 
Stokes et al., 2019; Houghton et al. 2020).

Expect diversity within your participant group. Consider the needs within the group, 
including those of individuals with protected characteristics (“age, disability, gender 
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, 
religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation” under UK law (Prior-Jones et al., 2018). 
Some example considerations from Prior-Jones et al. (2018) include:

• Consider how “laws, culture and attitudes” at the locale you are visiting 
could impact an individual’s safety, even if you do not know in advance 
the protected characteristics of the individuals within the group (Prior-
Jones et al., 2018). Will you need a local guide to help navigate the trip? 
Are there laws (e.g., regarding smoking or alcohol, sexual orientation, and/
or absence of anti-discrimination or accessibility laws?), culture (e.g., dress), 
attitudes that the trip participants need to be aware of?

• Revise risk assessment forms to include consideration of protected 
characteristics. An example field trip risk assessment that does so is 
included as Appendix C: Inclusive Risk Assessment.

• Is the trip accommodation composed of single-sex dormitories? Connect 
with the university’s LGBTQ+ organisations to advise how this could impact 
the inclusion and safety of a trans trip participant. Eldridge (2020) provides 
more information regarding issues for trans people within academia.

Field Courses 
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PLANNING FOR ALL 
CONSIDERATIONS 
cont.

• What racial and/or religious prejudices / tensions exist? What measures 
should be taken to ensure the safety of the trip participants?

• What are the dominant religious and cultural beliefs and expected 
behaviours?

• What religious observances or philosophical beliefs (e.g., dietary) need to 
be considered?

Expect neurodiversity within your group. If there is an autistic trip participant, you 
can take helpful measures as indicated by Kingsbury et al. (2020) including the 
following:

• Develop a plan with the trip participant for a) communication and 
check-in needs, b) identifying signs of overwhelm and shutdown and c) 
safe mitigating strategies. The latter may include taking a break from the 
situation.

• Understand if the additional sensory information, including complex 
scenery and weather, could challenge the student’s participation. To reach 
learning objectives, consider shorter trip stops and planning stops so that 
there is minimal distraction.

• Communicate clearly, without rush or sarcasm, and with plain body 
language. Ask one question at a time. Understand and plan for needs for 
alternative communications devices.

• Provide opportunities to practice field techniques, donning field gear, etc. 
before going on the trip. Consider sharing past photos of the trip.

• Share expectations and detailed trip plans. This may include meal plans, 
accommodation details, weather, clothing and the trip schedule. Note the 
need for the schedule to be flexible. Co-developing a planner and schedule 
for the student may be valuable (see Figure 2 and Table 1 of Kingsbury et 
al. 2020).

• Share that there may be changes to the trip schedule and that each stop.

• Provide space for atypical body language and free body movement. This 
can be necessary for understanding and processing information. By not 
working to suppress this behaviour the student can focus on the content 
being shared.

What are the costs of the trip? What is the necessary kit (e.g., raincoats, walking 
boots) or specialist equipment? Consider socio-economic situations of your student 
body and ensure that everyone has the opportunity to obtain this kit or join the 
field trip. (Giles et al., 2020). Also ensure that the provided kit is equally well fitting 
for all participants, as outdoor gear is often primarily designed for males (Prior-Jones 
et al., 2018).

Are there cultural rituals (e.g., prayer brakes, fasting) to consider for any of your 
students?Are you planning to travel to a location where it would be dangerous for 
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PLANNING FOR ALL 
CONSIDERATIONS 
cont.

students based on their sexuality or gender identity? (Giles et al., 2020). 

Try to select field locales that are accessible by all in your group (Gilley et al., 2015). Is 
it possible to provide multiple means of access to a site to allow students to choose 
which access route they will personally use (Stokes et al., 2019)? 

Scout the field trip stops well in advance of your trip to ensure the safety and full 
inclusion for trip participants (Atchison et al., 2015). Some questions to consider 
include: 

• How will your students reach each locale? Will there be unstable terrain? 

• 

• 

Are there access barriers for individual students? Will there be use of an 
accessible bus or wheelchair, or other device, and how will that impact the 
participant’s access to the locale (Gilley et al., 2015)? 

Have you discussed the field plans 1:1 with a concerned participant so that 
you know if you need to provide back-up or specific help? (Hendricks et al., 
2017) 

Will the instructor always be able to monitor the wellbeing of a concerned participant? 
Will a 1:1 assistant accompany the participant and how will they be prepped for 
the trip? (Hendricks et al., 2017). Provide a detailed plan and instructions for the 
day (Houghton et al. 2020). Consider developing daily handbooks with all the daily 
information, site descriptions, and briefings of tasks. 

Provide learning materials and field activities in multiple formats so that the teaching 
is accessible to all participants. This is especially relevant if a student has a sensory 
impairment, though incorporating multi-sensory engagement opportunities has 
benefits for all learners.(Stokes et al., 2019). 

These additional formats, or alternative engagement opportunities, may also be 
important to provide a learning opportunity to a student who isn’t able to make it to a 
particular locale (Atichson et al. 2015). If this will be the case at a certain locale, ensure 
that there is an opportunity to engage with topics related to the learning objective 
regardless if the student can make it to main site with the rest of the group (Atchison 
et al., 2015; Houghton et al. 2020). Further ideas for why and how to plan alternative 
engagement opportunities are found in Houghton et al. (2020). 

Conservatively plan your itinerary to ensure adequate time for all to access trip locales, 
and that all students have the time they need to fully engage with the activity and 
meet the learning objectives (Stokes et al., 2019; Houghton et al., 2020). 

Toilet stops are needed for a variety of reasons. Ensure to plan regular toilet stops into a 
field trip itinerary and include details of toilet stops (e.g., timing, free vs coin operated?) 
in the daily group briefing. Pack a supply of pads and tampons and other necessary 
products. More details and example itinerary are in Green et al.  - Apendix A. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

DURING THE FIELD 
COURSE

Prior to departure, discuss trip expectations and learning objectives. Set the 
tone for a supportive field environment. 

Consider that students who experience learning difficulties may find it 
challenging to simultaneously absorb information through multiple sensory 
systems. For example, it could be important to not ask students to listen to 
instructions while they finish making field observations. (Stokes et al., 2019) 

Continue practising open communication so that students can self-advocate 
for changes that would increase their participation and/or note concerns 
(Hendricks et al., 2017) 

Be comfortable with modifying trip plans as necessary. 

Monitor student engagement and the inclusion of those with accessibility 
needs. Think about complementary pairing of students to enhance inclusion 
and collaboration, as well as facilitate knowledge-sharing and transiting. Also 
consider the ease of communication within student pairs/ groups, familiarity 
with working with those with accessibility issues, and other preferences that a 
student may hold (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

POTENTIAL 
ACCOMODATIONS

If a student uses sign language, ensure that an interpreter comes on the trip 
and that the signs for content-specific terms (e.g., “moraine”) are known ahead 
of time  (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

Ensure that students and assistants are aware of the learning objectives. The 
assistant should feel comfortable to modify instructional resources as necessary 
and on the fly to improve the learning experience for the student (Hendricks 
et al., 2017). 

Maintain eye contact (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

Use a transcription device. You may need multiple (e.g., phone, laptop, tablet) 
based on how many environments you pass through (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

Have multiple forms of communication technology available (e.g., pen, paper, 
phone), and ensure that students, instructors and assistance are all briefed in 
the use of technology such as transcription devices (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

To enhance inclusion, have an interpreter or peer sign or transcribe conversations 
between other students (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

Set up a live feed system (e.g., Skype or FaceTime) for those who can’t make it to 
a particular site (Houghton et al., 2020). 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

POTENTIAL 
ACCOMODATIONS
cont.

Using a device, such as an ipad or tablet, can allow some students to more easily 
take notes, conduct mapping. Be familiar with the technology beforehand 
(Houghton et al., 2020). 

Talk slowly and clearly (for everyone’s benefit!) (Hendricks et al., 2017). 

If travelling by bus, consider securing (and properly insuring!) a second, smaller 
vehicle (e.g., an accessible van) if a student uses a wheelchair or scooter 
(Atchison et al., 2015). 

IDEAS FOR 
MULTI-SENSORY 
INSTRUCTION

Provide tactile maps (Hendricks et al., 2017), maps using textures to represent 
landscape variations (Atchison et al., 2015). 

Provide audio and visual field guides (Hendricks et al., 2017). The audio version 
can be recorded in “chapters” that correspond to each field stop (Atchison et 
al., 2015). 

Consider setting up an audio-tour style site visit so that students can all clearly 
take in information despite weather or other challenges (Houghton et al., 2020) 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

AdvanceGEO 

Geological Society Higher Education Network 

Autistic Self-Advocacy Network 

Academic Autism Spectrum partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE) 

International Association for Geoscience Diversity (IAGD) 

Diversity in the Geosciences (DIG-UK) 
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DIFFICULT 
CONVERSATIONS 

Discussions around difficult and sensitive topics will inevitably arise in classrooms due to the varied and diverse nature of the subject. Although 

sometimes planned, we can never fully know or anticipate when such conversations will arise. These challenging moments can occur within all 

classes and sometimes staff may feel that they could have responded better to a situation. The resources and advice provided in this section of 

the handbook aim to support you in facilitating difficult conversations so that they can be learning opportunities. These conversations may be 

uncomfortable, but if handled well, will be beneficial for all involved and are opportunities to foster students’ empathy of perspectives which 

differ from their own.

WHY DIFFICULT 
CONVERSATIONS 
MUST NOT BE 
AVOIDED

It can be tempting to avoid difficult conversations because staff may feel 
underprepared to lead these conversations or are worried about causing offence 
or escalating a situation. However, avoiding these conversations suggests to 
students that sensitive topics should not be discussed or that offensive comments 
which were raised in the classroom are acceptable. Although discomfort cannot 
be avoided, students and staff both need to be protected in these discussions to 
enable learning and growth.

ESTABLISHING 
GROUND RULES 

It is important to establish ground rules for difficult conversations at the start of a 
semester so that when tricky situations emerge, they are responded to appropriately 
and in a way which respects both students and staff. These ground rules can be 
codeveloped with students, but some suggestions from existing studies are listed 
below.

 • All students’ perspectives are encouraged in discussions, but students do 
not have to feel pressured to speak or share their views if they are not ready 
to.

 • Personal attacks are not permitted.

 • Critique ideas not people.

 • Listen respectfully, without interrupting.

 • Avoid assumptions about other students or staff and generalisations about 
social groups.
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APPROACHES
The role of staff is to actively facilitate these difficult conversations, rather than 
passively observing them. As a facilitator you might reword students’ questions, 
reference relevant reading material, review main points and ask for clarification.

MANAGING YOUR 
OWN EMOTIONS 

A key challenge of facilitating difficult conversations is to manage ourselves and 
our emotions to enable productive discussions. It is important to understand and 
acknowledge you own worldview, assumptions, values, and biases to feel secure in 
these difficult conversations. Furthermore, this models reflexivity and openness to 
students and may encourage them to reflect on their own biases. 

• Try to hold steady when you are emotionally provoked by a student’s com-
ment. This will help students feel like the discussion is controlled and a safe 
environment for them to share their views.

• Respond rather than react: Try not to let your personal reactions to a com-
ment determine your response as this may limit discussion of such com-
ments and what they represent in the classroom and society more broadly

KEY QUESTIONS

Are you personally upset by a student’s comment?

o you feel pressure to make a difficult moment ‘go away’?

re you concerned about doing something wrong?

D

A

FACILITATING 
DIFFICULT 
CONVERSATIONS: 
TIPS and TRICKS

If you sense that students feel discomfort, acknowledge this and ask them to reflect 
on why they might be feeling that way.

Encourage open discussion which considers varied perspectives through asking 
students to argue their view respectively and responsibly.

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

KEY LANGUAGE

Many people think this way. Why may they hold such views? What are their 

reasons?

Why do those who disagree hold other views?

Difficult Conversations 
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FACILITATING 
DIFFICULT 
CONVERSATIONS: 
TIPS and TRICKS cont.

If a student makes an offensive remark, raising their points as a topic for general 
discussion to protect the student and to encourage other students to understand 
views which they disagree with. This can be approached using the key language 
below.

When discussions get heated, take a short break and ask students to write down 
what they are feeling and questions which the discussion raises for them. This gives 
students and staff time to reflect and will foster a more constructive discussion.stu-
dents to argue their view respectively and responsibly.

Ask questions about students’ experiences and views and encourage students to ask 
each other questions. This promotes listening, understanding and critical thinking 
rather than defensive arguments.

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

That is an interesting idea, can you explain it further?

What assumptions inform that idea?

What experiences does that idea leave out?

Are there any points of agreement or assumptions in common among 

these different positions?

1 

2 

3 

4 

A short silence can seem very long to the class leader, but it is sometimes important 
not to leap in fill gaps in conversation: embrace silences and pauses. This can 
encourage students to reflect and contribute to the discussion.

Validate, encourage, and facilitate the discussion of feelings through expressing 
appreciation to students who demonstrate courage to participate in difficult 
conversations and express their feelings. Studies have shown that talking about 
feelings or anxieties can help students to understand their own, and others’ views, 
promoting empathy. 

If students raise issues which sidetrack a discussion from its topic, instead of being 
defensive, acknowledge that the student makes good points and their concerns 
are valid and important, but that the topics currently under discussion are also 
important. At the end of the class, recap these as topics for students to think about 
in their own time.

Use the tools of academic thinking to depersonalise the discussion.
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FACILITATING 
DIFFICULT 
CONVERSATIONS: 
TIPS and TRICKS cont.

KEY LANGUAGE

What is the evidence for and against this position in the research?

What data supports this view?

What more would we need to know in order to deal with this question 
in a balanced way?

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

If a discussion becomes extremely polarised, ask students to write down all the sup-
port they can think of for a position that they disagree with.

If a difficult moment emerges at the end of a class, begin the following class with 
a discussion of what happened and ask students to reflect on why the tension 
emerged.

REFLECTION 
At the end of a class, it is important to build in time for reflection.

Staff may ask students to summarise what has been discussed in the class and how 
it relates back to the module goals and aims.

Staff could ask students to write down responses to questions such as those below.

KEY QUESTIONS

What is the most important idea or insight that came out of this dis-

cussion?

What is one idea, fact, or viewpoint that you would like to learn more 

about?

What wasn’t discussed that should have been discussed? (or that 

should have been discussed in more detail?)

At what moment were you most engaged as a learner?

At what moment were you most distanced as a learner?

What surprised you most?
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FEEDBACK 
We welcome comments and suggestions on this document, 
including for additional references or resources, as well as the 

opportunity for people to submit case studies to be included in 
future versions of the document. 

Feel free to submit comments directly to Jo Hale at 
jo.hale@st-andrews.ac.uk or using the anonymous feedback form 

here:  https://forms.office.com/r/0VqGtKZDdM 

Feedback 

https://forms.office.com/r/0VqGtKZDdM
https://jo.hale@st-andrews.ac.uk
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSING READING LISTS 

AIMS and 
BACKGROUND 

This citational analysis was carried out by Alejandra Pizarro Choy (PhD student), 
Bahrathi Keeping (undergraduate), and Mike Simpson (lecturer) as part of wider 
work reviewing module handbooks. We selected two sub-honours reading lists in 
order to provide a snapshot of our School’s citational practices and develop and 
test a methodology to assess gender, race and where knowledge is produced. We 
hope that our initial findings will highlight the need for further analysis of reading 
lists across the School, while also encouraging further conversation and discussion 
within the School about why our reading lists are constructed the way they are, and 
what immediate and more medium- to long-term steps we can take to increase the 
citational diversity on our individual and collective reading lists. 

METHODOLOGY 
To conduct this analysis, we compiled a list of all required and supplemental readings 
from one sub-honours Sustainable Development module, and one sub-honours 
Geography module. For each reading listed on the course reading list, we looked 
up the authors’ online profiles, and sought to determine their gender and racial 
identities. In many cases, these identities were not explicitly stated, in which case we 
had to make certain assumptions based on names and the way people presented 
in images (which may have resulted in slight inaccuracies in our findings). Gender 
identities were recorded as either “Male,” “Female,” “Non-Binary.” Racial identities were 
recorded as either “White” or “BIPOC”. In some cases, where gender or racial identities 
could not be determined, we recorded them as “Unknown.”  We additionally recorded 
the country where the authors’ institutional affiliations were based, to obtain a sense 
of the geographical diversity of authors. In the case of multi-authored papers, we 
recorded identities and affiliations of the first three authors.  

Taken together, we analysed a total of 219 readings and resources and 447 authors 
from two sub-honours modules. Of these, 336 authors were from the Geography 
module, and 111 were from the Sustainable Development module (see Table 1, next 
page).  

FINDINGS
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FINDINGS cont.

We found that of the 447 authors, 304 were identified as male (68%), 139 were 
identified as female (31.1%), and none were identified as gender non-binary. The 
gender of 4 authors was unknown (0.9%). We additionally found that 392 authors 
were White or White-presenting (87.7%), and 35 authors were BIPOC or BIPOC-
presenting (7.8%). One resource was identified as being produced by an Indigenous 
movement (0.2%). The racial identity of 21 authors was unknown (4.7%). 

53.24% of authors were affiliated with institutions located in the UK, while 22.82% 
of authors were affiliated with institutions located in the USA. Only 0.89% of authors 
were affiliated with an institution located in Africa and 0.67% of authors were located 
in Latin America (Figure 1). 

Gender 
Identity 

SD Module 

Male: 67 (60.36%) 

Femeale: 44 (39.64%) 

Non-Binary: 0 

Unknown: 0 

Male: 237 (70.54%) 

Femeale: 95 (28.27%) 

Non-Binary: 0 

Unknown: 4 (1.19%) 

Male: 304 (68.01%) 
Female:139 (31.10) 
Non-Binary: 0 
Unknown: 4 (0.89%) 

White: 87 (77.68%) 

BIPOC: 21 (18.74%) 

Unkown: 4 (3.57%) 

Indigenous: 1 (0.89%) 

White: 392 (87.70%) 
BIPOC:35 (7.83%) 
Unkown: 21 (4.70%) 
Indigenous: 1 (0.22%) 

Geography 
Module Total 

White: 305 (90.77%) 

BIPOC: 14 (4.17%) 

Unkown:17 (5.06%) 

Indigenous:  0 

Racial 
Identity 

Table 1

Percentage

50%

Figure 1: Location of Institutional Affiliations 
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CONCLUSIONS
Decolonising the university and including JEDI (justice, equity, diversity and inclusion) 
in our curriculums remain a crucial task, especially in fields such as Geography and 
Sustainable Development that study space, place and the ways people interact with 
such concepts and their material realities. This analysis aimed to develop and test 
our methodology in two modules, and is thus limited in scope due to the amount 
of reading lists analysed and the assumptions detailed in the Methodology section. 
However, some patterns can be drawn.    

It is clear that there is a White and male bias in both reading lists, which is consistent 
with other reading list analyses and supports the calls for diversifying the curriculum. 
Overall, authors affiliated with institutions based in the UK were over-represented 
in the reading lists, while scholarship produced in regions such as Africa, Asia and 
Latin America constituted a very small proportion of the sample.  The Sustainable 
Development module was slightly more representative of non-male gender 
identities and BIPOC than the Geography module, though this was too small of 
a sample to draw wider conclusions about differences between Geography and 
Sustainable Development reading lists. Perhaps Sustainable Development, being 
a “newer” field of study has yet to develop an established White, male and North-
Atlantic canon literature.  in Latin America (Figure T1). 

The methodology proposed was useful to analyse the reading lists, but it required a 
considerable effort. Searching for alternative resources from a variety of geographies 
and perspectives that can broaden our reading lists is no easy task either. Some 
questions can help us put this information to best use: 

• Why is it important to diversify reading lists? 

• What would be considered ‘ideal’ in terms of representation of racial 
identities, gender identities and location of institutional affiliations? 

• How should module coordinators go about selecting publications from 
more diverse authors? 

• How can the School of Geography & SD support module coordinators to 
do this? 

• How can students be supported to seek out publications from diverse 
authors despite White, male and Global North academics’ privilege? 
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APPENDIX B: CATEGORIES OF STUDENT 
SUPPORT NEEDS 
Discussions around difficult and sensitive topics will inevitably arise in classrooms due to the varied and diverse nature of the 
subject. Although The following is the unmodified table showcasing the hierarchical needs of student support (the primary sup-
port is considered for “Social needs”) contribute to a more equal, diverse and inclusive host cultural environment. This example 
is found in Bartram (2008). 
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APPENDIX C: INCLUSIVE RISK 
ASSESSMENT 
The following is the full, unmodified example of a risk assessment that considers diversity and protected characteristics within 
a field trip group. This example is found in Prior-Jones et al. 2018 where it was shared under the Creative Commons Attribution 
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APPENDIX D: TOILET STOPS AND FIELD 
COURSES 
The following is the full, unmodified document regarding toilet stops in the field developed by Green et al. at the University of 
Birmingham. It is shared under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. 
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